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 FASHION 
FOREWARD

Amitabh Taneja

It’s been a long long wait for us all, but the 
festive season is fi nally here. After months 
of the COVID-19 induced slump, the festive 
season presents us with at least some ray of 
hope. Although consumer sentiments continue 
to be cautious, fashion retailers around the 
country have strong reasons to be optimistic 
that the upcoming festive season will bring 
about a demand rebound, helping revive sales 
and footfalls.

Festival demand has always been robust in 
India and despite the fact that things are a 
bit diff erent this year, this is one opportunity 
that no brand or retailer could aff ord to miss. 
In line with this, fashion businesses around 
the country are gearing up for the upcoming 
festive season. Ecommerce major Filpkart 
has has added over 3.4 million square feet 
space across its supply chain assets including 
fulfi lment centres, mother hubs and delivery 
centres throughout the country in preparation 
of the upcoming festive season and the Big 
Billion Days sale event. Myntra, on the other 
hand, has received a fresh fund infusion of 
US$ 103 million from FK Myntra Holdings, its 
Singapore-based parent entity.

But while we all are anticipating an uptick in 
demand and engagement, one thing that we all 

know deep inside is that fact that business will not 
be as usual. The Covid-19 pandemic has changed 
consumer behavior, perhaps permanently, and we 
all need to take these changes into account. The 
need of the hour is to have a deep understanding 
of consumer sentiment and consumption trends so 
that we can reformulate our marketing strategies and 
eff orts accordingly.

And this is what the October issue of Images 
Business of Fashion seeks to help both fashion 
brands and retailers with. The issue focuses solely 
on what fashion retailers can expect from consumers 
during the consumption boom expected in the 
upcoming festive season. From leading fashion 
brands revealing how they are preparing themselves 
for the festive season to trend forecasting veterans 
like WGSN outlining consumption trends and 
strategic approaches that businesses need to focus 
on, this issue promises immense value for both 
established and emerging fashion players.

We sincerely hope that you like reading the issue 
and fi nd it useful. For FAQs pertaining to shift in 
market dynamics, consumer sentiments and on 
all things related to fashion retail, do log on to our 
website, https://www.indiaretailing.com/.  

Cheers!!

Dear everyone,

Editorial.indd   4 10/20/2020   4:16:48 PM
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IMAGES Business of Fashion

The campaign video features newly 

launched performance footwear 

styles from the Skechers GO RUN 

series including Skechers GO RUN 

7+™, Skechers GO RUN Razor 3™ and 

Skechers GO RUN Speed Elite™ shoes 

built with HYPER BURST® cushioning—

which is made using a “super critical” 

foaming process to create spherically 

shaped cells in tight format. It is the 

lightest and most resilient midsole foam 

that Skechers Performance has off ered 

to date and delivers a highly responsive 

and comfortable running experience. 

David Weinberg, chief operating offi  cer 

of Skechers, said: “We transitioned our 

business in India to a wholly-owned 

subsidiary in early 2019 because we 

believe in this market and see the 

incredible growth potential delivering 

our comfortable, innovative and stylish 

lifestyle and performance products to 

the 1.3 billion consumers here. That is 

why we’re investing in this campaign 

and partnering with an infl uential star 

like Siddhant Chaturvedi.”

Speaking about the launch and on 

Siddhant Chaturvedi,  Rahul Vira, 

CEO, Skechers South Asia Pt. Ltd. 

said, “We are thrilled to launch the 

“Go Like Never Before” campaign 

starring Siddhant Chaturvedi. Our 

sole aim through this campaign is to 

reach out to maximum people and 

promote running as a fi tness culture 

in India. Skechers understands the 

signifi cance of health and fi tness 

and encourages people to be their 

fi ttest self by something as simple 

as running. Making this campaign 

special, we are delighted to announce 

Siddhant Chaturvedi as the fi rst brand 

ambassador of Skechers India. His 

drive for fi tness resonates perfectly 

with the brand and with this we aim to 

encourage more and more people to 

stay healthy and GO run.” 

SKECHERS INDIA 

� UNCHES “GO 
LIKE NEVER BEFORE” 
CAMPAIGN WITH 
ITS FIRST BRAND 
AMBASSADOR

S
kechers, the global sports 

and lifestyle brand based in 

California, is launching a new 

campaign featuring Gully Boy actor 

Siddhant Chaturvedi, who will be the 

fi rst Indian brand ambassador for 

Skechers and will represent both the 

lifestyle and performance collections. 

The “Go Like Never Before” campaign 

featuring Chaturvedi will be exclusive 

to the India market and emphasizes 

the importance of running as a sport 

to remain fi t and encourages people to 

stay active in their day-to-day routine.

Siddhant Chaturvedi 

Skechers India.indd   8 10/20/2020   4:20:49 PM
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F
estivities are just around the 

corner and Michael Kors is 

launching a special eyewear 

collection that includes three unique 

pieces, one pair of sunglasses and two 

optical models. This is the very fi rst 

time that the fashion house has crafted 

these distinctive styles, specifi cally for 

the Indian market.

CELEBRATES ‘FESTIVALS OF INDIA’ 

WITH A SPECIAL EYEWEAR COLLECTION

Inspired by the festive air, this special 

edition features an assortment of chic 

styles defi ned by iconic silhouettes and 

rich materials. Each of the three styles 

feature the words “Celebrating India” 

printed on the inner temple tips and 

off er universal fi tting, ensuring an easy 

fi t for all face shapes.

The sunglass is launched with 

the introduction of a new color - 

Cordovan combined with a glam 

look in Michael Kors signature rose 

gold temples. Classic, sophisticated, 

timeless - the two optical styles embody 

femininity, featuring sleek metal 

temples and off ered in rose gold and 

cordovan.

Keeping up with the vibrant Indian 

aesthetics, the dazzling styles along 

with rich and deep hues of Cordovan, 

resonates celebration, power, success 

with a touch of golden accents. The 

collection will surely add elegance to 

your festive avatar.

This is a limited edition collection 

with only 1,000 pieces available. The 

exclusive styles will be retailed at 

select stores across India including 

Sunglass Hut and LensCrafters. While 

the sunglasses are priced at Rs. 11,390 

the optical styles will be retailed at Rs. 

8,290 and Rs. 11,290.

MICHAEL KORS 

MICHAEL KORS.indd   9 10/20/2020   4:22:52 PM
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TO BRING AFFORDABLE 
HIGH-QUALITY FASHION TO 
INDIAN CONSUMERS
A wide selection of product ranges across womenswear, 
menswear, kidswear, and accessories will now be available 
to 250+ million customers on Flipkart

F
lipkart, India’s homegrown marketplace has 

partnered with Max Fashion, the retailer 

known for its strong presence across various 

fashion verticals. This partnership assumes 

signifi cance, as India prepares for the upcoming 

festive season and Flipkart prepares for its annual 

Big Billion Days, focusing on bringing India’s best 

fashion brands and collaborating with them to 

bring the best styles for Indian consumers.

With a strong presence across fashion verticals, 

Max is the single largest player in India with 

375+ stores in 130 cities across the country. Max 

already sells more than 100 million garments 

through its wide Omnichannel presence. Through 

this partnership, Max Fashion will be able to get 

wider market access and make their products 

across categories including accessories, footwear, 

womenswear, menswear, and kids wear, available 

in newer geographies and pin codes. 

The Max Fashion store on Flipkart will have more 

than 13,000 new styles, and majority of them 

under the Rs. 1,000 price point. This partnership 

with Flipkart enables Max to further democratise 

fashion by enabling the brand to reach out to 

a wider array of shoppers through Flipkart’s 

excellent reach in smaller towns and cities. This 

partnership is also aligned to Flipkart’s priority 

to continuously expand its fashion portfolio and 

make latest trends accessible to consumers 

across India. 

Sharing his views on the partnership, Shital 

Mehta, CEO, Max Fashion India & Managing 

Director, Lifestyle International Pvt. Ltd. said, 

“Max Fashion is the single largest fashion brand 

in India operating across both Omnichannel as 

well as online space. To reach as many customers 

as possible, we have been rapidly growing, both 

our retail stores footprint as well as our online 

presence. This partnership with Flipkart is the 

next step in this direction – this enables us to 

expand our presence and reach the next 200 

million customers who live in tier-2 and tier-3 

cities and provide them access to our amazing 

fashion at unbelievable prices.” 

FLIPKART PARTNERS 
WITH MAX FASHION 

Flipkart partners with Max.indd   10 10/20/2020   4:24:01 PM
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U
pgrade your wanderer look 

as you own the street with a 

swag. The all new Monochrome 

collection from Wrangler takes a 

futuristic design approach and blends 

greys, whites and blacks to create an 

uber-modern look.

Wrangler’s Monochrome collection 

features a fresh outlook on tees and 

shirts with asymmetrical designs, HD 

prints, refl ective prints and accentuated 

blurred print styles. The men’s denim 

range stars refl ective elements and 

pocket detailing. The Monochrome 

collection plays with blacks, greys 

and whites and it adds an edge to your 

wardrobe. This range is exclusively 

designed to make a statement in the 

day or light up the night.

The collection is available across all 

exclusive Wrangler stores in India. The 

Monochrome collection starts at Rs. 

2,995 for jeans and Rs. 995 for top wear.

MAKE A STYLE STATEMENT WITH   

WRANGLER’S MONOCHROME COLLECTION     

About Wrangler:

The heritage of Wrangler goes 

back 70 years, when the brand was 

launched in the U.S.A. Wrangler was 

the fi rst modern fi ve-pocket jeans to 

be test-fi tted and endorsed by real-

life cowboys. Since then, Wrangler 

continues to inspire freedom, 

independence and adventure in its 

wearers. 

In India, the brand has evolved to 

meet the needs of the ‘urban cowboy’ 

with a range of fashion apparel that 

is contemporary and fashionable yet 

rugged. 

Wrangler has found a loyal consumer 

base in the Indian youth that swear by 

this unique fashion brand. This stylish 

denim brand is available at exclusive 

Wrangler stores, major department 

stores, leading apparel stores and 

popular e-commerce websites.

Collection Launch_Wrangler’s.indd   11 10/20/2020   4:27:10 PM
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“Our innovations aim to help 

mills improve their productivity 

and competitiveness while also 

contributing to the textile industry’s 

shift to more sustainable practices and 

a reduced environmental footprint,” 

said Kerim Oner, Global Marketing 

Manager, Huntsman Textile Eff ects. 

“With ERIOPON® E3-SAVE, we have 

harnessed the unparalleled technical 

expertise and application know-how of 

our research and fi eld teams to develop 

a product that is proven to reduce costs 

for mills and that meets current and 

anticipated industry sustainability 

standards.”

Dae Young Textile Vietnam Co., Ltd, 

a forerunner in sustainable textile 

production in Asia, was an early 

adopter of the ERIOPON® technology. 

Results from bulk production show 

that ERIOPON® E3-SAVE has reduced 

process time by over 20 percent and 

water consumption by over 50 percent, 

delivering annual cost savings of up 

to 30 percent. “ERIOPON® E3-SAVE 

delivers a combination of best-in-class 

HUNTSMAN’S ERIOPON® E3-SAVE ADVANCES 
SUSTAINABLE POLYESTER PRODUCTION
130 MILLION LITERS OF WATER SAVED IN ONE YEAR

As global interest in sustainable textile production continues to soar, mills that have adopted 

Huntsman Textile Effects’ all-in-one ERIOPON® E3-SAVE textile auxiliary for polyester processing, 

which launched one year ago, have collectively saved more than 130 million liters of water.

performance and value. It allows us to 

have the shortest possible processing 

cycle, which is key for us to deal with 

increasing industry pressure for faster 

turnarounds,” Jeong Won Oh, General 

Manager, Dae Young Textile Vietnam, 

said. “Alongside dramatic time savings, 

we are also saving water, energy and 

ultimately cost. Huntsman’s best-

in-class products and high level of 

technical support help keep businesses 

like us productive.” 

This unique polymer technology 

of ERIOPON® E3-SAVE promotes 

controlled exhaustion to ensure 

rightfi rst-time level dyeing. It extracts 

oil and oil-based impurities from the 

fi ber during processing and displays a 

high affi  nity to disperse dyes, enabling 

the rapid removal of unfi xed surface 

dyes from the fi ber during reduction 

clearing. The technology also enhances 

reproducibility and improves wet- and 

rub-fastness.

D
emand for polyester fabric is 

being driven by seemingly 

insatiable consumer appetite 

for sportswear and athleisure clothing. 

Sales in the sector have been on 

an upward trend for several years 

and are even proving resilient amid 

Covid-19 market disruption. However, 

dyeing of polyester and its blends has 

traditionally been resource intensive, 

time consuming and costly.

Huntsman Textile Eff ects’ next-

generation ERIOPON® E3-SAVE 

textile auxiliary was engineered to 

address these challenges. It eliminates 

the need for separate pre-scouring, 

allowing pre-scouring, dyeing and 

reduction clearing to be combined in a 

single bath. An advanced multi-action 

dyeing auxiliary in the dyEvolutionTM 

range, it delivers environmental and 

economic sustainability. Mills that 

use ERIOPON® E3-SAVE can thus 

dramatically shorten the polyester 

dyeing process and save water, energy 

and cost. 

Sustainability_HUNTSMAN’S ERIOPON®.indd   12 10/20/2020   4:29:37 PM
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ACCESSORISING THE 
JEWELLERY INDUSTRY 

WITH TECHNOLOGY
A novel way in which the jewellery sector has adopted technology is by helping 

consumers visualise products online with an added element of personalization. 

This helps the consumer fully engage with the store...

Charu Lamba

T
he pandemic has made us vigilant – of hygiene, sanitization, contact, a body blow to 

the retail industry worldwide. As the industry limped into revival mode, the demand 

for contactless retail became lounder, prompting leaders in the realm to start opting 

for technology. 

A novel way in which the jewellery sector has adopted technology is by helping consumers 

visualise products online with an added element of personalization. This helps the consumer 

fully engage with the store. It also serves the purpose of helping consumers see what a product 

will like with regard to quality and style before they spend their hard-earned money on it. 

Technology_Accessorizing the Jewellery Industry with Technology.indd   22 10/20/2020   6:59:30 PM
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T
he Covid-19 pandemic has led to a global economic slump. With the festive season just around the 

corner, the Indian e-commerce industry is all geared up to capitalize on the festivities with a hope to 

recover lost sales. Many businesses are re-thinking their strategies and taking to the digital medium so 

as to capture the attention of their target audience. 

With businesses disrupted massively on account of the prolonged lockdown, a great number of consumers are 

drawn in by online shopping, raising the bar for e-commerce businesses to provide the best customer 

 Surbhi Bhatia, Founder, The Mom Store 

HOW E-COMMERCE COMPANIES 
ARE ALL SET TO FULFILL THE 

DEMAND OF CONSUMERS THIS 
FESTIVE SEASON?

E-commerce_Surbhi Bhatia, Founder, The Mom Store.indd   26 10/20/2020   4:43:23 PM
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As the festive season approaches, hopes are riding 
high. Fashion brands and retailers around the country 
are pinning their hopes on the festive season–
optimistic that the upcoming festive season will bring 
about a demand rebound, helping revive sales and 
footfalls…

Shivam Gautom

WGSN
ON HOW FASHION 
RETAILERS CAN 
RING IN THE 
CHEER THIS 
FESTIVE SEASON

Trend Forcasting_WGSN.indd   30 10/20/2020   4:55:54 PM
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on what to expect from Indian fashion 

consumers during the upcoming festive 

season. 

What kind of consumer sentiment can 

fashion brands and retailers expect in 

this year’s festive season? 

As the world adapts to the next normal, 

it is clear that consumers will be 

looking for guidance, reassurance and 

protection in the products and brands 

they spend their money on.

As safety remains a key concern 

for consumers, brands and retailers 

should focus on strategies that allow 

the consumer the convenience of 

coming to a store without the concerns 

around walking inside. Consumers will 

be more value focused and socially 

conscious in how they spend. It will 

be essential for brands and retailers to 

champion positive ideas, social causes 

and connect in emotionally relevant 

ways, with integrity and transparency. 

Indian consumer will be on the lookout 

for aff ordability, product quality and 

looking to have their values refl ected in 

what they consume.

Also, owing to the pandemic, consumers 

are facing budget concerns and this 

year’s festive season will be more 

towards online rather offl  ine but overall 

sentiments are going to be lower 

compared to any previous year. But on 

a positive note, for families that remain 

fi nancially well, the festive season will 

be used to buoy up their spirits in what 

has been a diffi  cult year and potentially 

redirect budget that has not been spent 

on experiences on celebrating.

Won’t widespread unemployment and 

the strained economy translate into 

constrained expenditure for many 

shoppers?

According to the World Economic 

Outlook from the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF), the pandemic has 

triggered the worst economic downturn 

since the Great Depression – with the 

global economy projected to contract 

by -3% in 2020. Emotional isolation 

and fi nancial anxiety are overarching 

concerns across all generations, despite 

varying reactions in each life stage. 

Post a prolonged shutdown, consumers 

are shifting their spending habits and 

priorities to prepare for a recessionary 

long haul. Armed with a budgeting 

mindset and fresh out of lockdown, 

consumers are appreciating the 

simplicity of their newfound thrifty 

lifestyles and looking for more eff ective 

and creative ways to benefi t them as 

well as wider society and the planet. A 

growing number of people are looking 

to save for long-term stability and 

proactively plan their fi nancial future. 

While younger generations are hit 

the hardest, they are becoming more 

fi nancially responsible and resilient 

than ever before. 

W
hile 2020 was a bad year for 

retailers around the country, 

it was worse for fashion 

retail. But as we approach the festive 

season, hopes are riding high. Fashion 

brands and retailers around the country 

are pinning their hopes on the festive 

season – optimistic that the upcoming 

festive season will bring about a 

demand rebound, helping revive sales 

and footfalls.

But while the industry is anticipating 

pre-COVID sales levels, it also certain 

about the fact that this festive season 

business will not be like what it used to 

be always. The pandemic has disrupted 

every aspect of human life and has had 

profound impact on consumer behavior. 

Consumer sentiments are changing 

rapidly, and businesses are forced to 

operate through diffi  cult landscapes.   

Nevertheless, the upcoming festive 

season is an opportunity that no 

brand or retailer can aff ord to miss. 

Keeping this in mind, we bring to you 

an exclusive feature that unravels the 

consumption patterns and trends that 

fashion players can expect during the 

upcoming festive season. In the next few 

pages, Puneet Dudeja, Sales Director - 

South Asia of veteran trend forecasters 

WGSN highlights valuable insights 

Puneet Dudeja, 
Sales Director - South Asia, WGSN

“For families that remain 

fi nancially well, the festive season will 

be used to buoy up their spirits in what 

has been a diffi cult year and potentially 

redirect budget that has not been spent 

on experiences on celebrating”

Trend Forcasting_WGSN.indd   31 10/20/2020   4:55:58 PM
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[ONLINE VIEWERS] 

> Over 3.5 Lac + unique visitors, on website, per month

> 5.5 Lac + page impressions per month

> The Top 500 Indian Retail Companies visit 
indiaretailing.com

> 25% Users visiting site via smartphone / Handheld devices

> 63% of subscribers are senior management decision makers

[THE AUDIENCE]

Meticulously updated retail industry information attracts 
only the serious: C-level executives, Partners, Managing 
Directors, Owners, key influencers and decision makers 
from across the retail and retail support ecosystem. The web 
portal is a magnet to the target audience of your interest, 
including  CEOs, CIOs, CMOs, CFOs and business owners 
in Indian retail – for their daily business information needs.

THE A TO Z OF ALL THE 
CONNECTIONS, IDEAS 
AND INTELLIGENCE  YOU 
NEED IN RETAIL

North India 
Partha Ganguly | parthaganguly@imagesgroup.in, +91 9873859916
West India 
Santosh Menezes | santoshmenezes@imagesgroup.in, +91 9820371767
South India 
Suvir Jaggi | suvirjaggi@imagesgroup.in, +91 9611127470
East India 
Piyali Oberoi | piyalioberoi@imagesgroup.in, +91 9331171388

Editorial Contacts
Surabhi Khosla 
surabhikhosla@imagesgroup.in
Charu Lamba 
charulamba@imagesgroup.in

To discuss how best to plan your campaign on IMAGES Group’s Digital Platform, 
Please talk to our Digital Campaign Advisors”

Interested in reaching out to 
1,50,000+ retail professionals?

Advertise Now!!
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